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Amotivational states and insufficient recruitment of mental effort have been observed in a variety of clinical populations, including

depression, traumatic brain injury, post-traumatic stress disorder, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. Previous rodent models of

effort-based decision making have utilized physical costs whereas human studies of effort are primarily cognitive in nature, and it is unclear

whether the two types of effortful decision making are underpinned by the same neurobiological processes. We therefore designed a

novel rat cognitive effort task (rCET) based on the 5-choice serial reaction time task, a well-validated measure of attention and

impulsivity. Within each trial of the rCET, rats are given the choice between an easy or hard visuospatial discrimination, and successful

hard trials are rewarded with double the number of sugar pellets. Similar to previous human studies, stable individual variation in choice

behavior was observed, with ‘workers’ choosing hard trials significantly more than their ‘slacker’ counterparts. Whereas workers ‘slacked

off’ in response to administration of amphetamine and caffeine, slackers ‘worked harder’ under amphetamine, but not caffeine.

Conversely, these stimulants increased motor impulsivity in all animals. Ethanol did not affect animals’ choice but invigorated behavior. In

sum, we have shown for the first time that rats are differentially sensitive to cognitive effort when making decisions, independent of other

processes such as impulsivity, and these baseline differences can influence the cognitive response to psychostimulants. Such findings could

inform our understanding of impairments in effort-based decision making and contribute to treatment development.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding the mechanism by which we come to prefer
a particular option, and how different factors can influence
that decision, is one of the overarching goals of both
cognitive and behavioral neuroscience (Gold and Shadlen,
2007). There are typically a number of costs and benefits
that must be evaluated when making a choice, including the
probability of an event occurring, the time taken for it to
occur, and the effort required to achieve success. Labora-
tory-based paradigms in which a particular factor within a
decision frame (probability/delay/effort) is systematically
varied have provided us with a wealth of information
regarding the potential neurobiological systems implicated
in different forms of decision-making (for a review, see
Floresco et al, 2008a). By translating these tasks into non-
human animal models, it is possible to test the causative
relationships suggested by human data, and further

delineate the pharmacological and molecular regulation of
the choice process (Chudasama and Robbins, 2006; Rush-
worth et al, 2011; Winstanley, 2011).
The degree of effort that we are willing to expend for a

goal has far-reaching consequences for our economic and
personal success. Animal models of such effort-based
decision making have typically required animals to scale a
barrier in a T-maze vs traverse a flat runway, or press an
operant lever a greater number of times, to receive a larger
reward (Floresco et al, 2008c; Salamone et al, 1994). These
studies have revealed key neural and neurochemical
substrates involved in recruiting physical effort (Bardgett
et al, 2009; Floresco and Ghods-Sharifi, 2007a; Ghods-
Sharifi et al, 2009; Rudebeck et al, 2006; Salamone et al,
2007; Walton et al, 2003). However, most of the crucial
decisions that determine success in an industrialized society
involve varying degrees of cognitive, rather than physical,
effort. For example, when deciding whether to perform the
bare minimum at the office or to exceed expectations in the
hope of promotion, one of the key costs we are evaluating is
the cognitive effort required for the potentially more
lucrative task. In human laboratory studies aimed at investi-
gating the neurobiological basis of effort, the difficulty level
is most often varied by increased cognitive demands such
as attention or executive control (Botvinick et al, 2009;
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Croxson et al, 2009; McGuire and Botvinick, 2010; Naccache
et al, 2005; but see Treadway et al, 2009). The nature of the
effort exerted between most human and animal paradigms
is therefore fundamentally different, and it is unclear
whether the two types of effort-based decision making are
underpinned by the same neurobiological processes (Kool
et al, 2010; Kurniawan et al, 2011).
This is an important research question, as increases in

mental fatigue, amotivational states, and insufficient
recruitment of effort have been observed in a variety of
clinical conditions, including depression (Cohen et al, 1982;
Hammar et al, 2003; Hammar et al, 2011), mild traumatic
brain injury (Stulemeijer et al, 2007; Stulemeijer et al, 2006),
post-traumatic stress disorder (Shalev et al, 1990), attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (Egeland et al, 2010), and
chronic fatigue syndrome (Lawrie et al, 1997; Wallman and
Sacco, 2007). Such mental fatigue can produce physiological
effects on the body (Mukherjee et al, 2011; Wright et al, 2003),
negatively influence performance on unrelated cognitive
processes (Wright et al, 2008), and time to recuperate is
required following high cognitive effort (Barnes et al, 2009;
Smit et al, 2004). The use of stimulants such as amphet-
amine and caffeine is a common strategy to overcome the
mental fatigue associated with high attentional costs, such
as sustained highway driving or university lecture atten-
dance (Peeling and Dawson, 2007; Silber et al, 2006),
although the extent of their beneficial effect is unclear
(de Wit et al, 2002; Drummer et al, 2003). Conversely, depres-
sants such as alcohol may have deleterious effects on cognitive
tasks (de Wit et al, 2000; Field et al, 2010), but both
stimulant and depressant effects can be strongly influenced
by the individual differences between participants (Holdstock
et al, 2000; Revelle et al, 1980; White et al, 2007).
In order to investigate whether rats are sensitive to

differences in mental effort requirements when making
decisions, we therefore designed a novel rat cognitive effort
task (rCET) with costs more closely analogous to human
studies, and conducted some pharmacological challenges
to assess the task’s utility for studying the neurobiology
underlying this process. The rCET is a modification of the
well-validated 5-choice serial reaction-time task (5CSRT), a
rodent task originally modeled after the continuous perfor-
mance test but akin to human reaction-time tasks that assess
attention and impulsivity in clinical populations (Robbins,
2002). Within each trial of the rCET, rats are given the choice
between an easy or hard visuospatial discrimination, and
successful hard trials are rewarded with double the number
of sugar pellets. We then evaluated the effects of amphe-
tamine, caffeine, and alcohol on task performance to observe
whether (a) stimulants could increase, or alcohol decrease,
animals’ willingness to choose the harder option, and (b)
whether such changes were affected by basal levels of effortful
choice, in accordance with reports in human subjects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Subjects were 40 male long-evans rats (Charles River
Laboratories, St Constant, Quebec, Canada) weighing 275–
300 g at the start of the experiment, maintained at 85% of
their free-feeding weight, and food restricted to 14 g rat

chow per day. Water was available ad libitum. Animals were
pair-housed in a climate-controlled colony room on a 12 h
reverse light–dark cycle (lights off: 0800 h; temperature:
21 1C). Housing and testing were in accordance with the
Canadian Council of Animal Care, and all procedures were
approved by the UBC Animal Care Committee.

Behavioral Testing

Testing took place within 16 standard five-hole operant
chambers, each enclosed in a ventilated, sound-attenuating
cabinet (Med Associates, Vermont, USA; see Winstanley,
2011, Supplementary Methods for details). The chambers
were controlled by software written in Med-PC by CAW
running on an IBM-compatible computer.

Habituation and Pre-task Training

Two 30-min habituation sessions preceded the training,
wherein the response apertures and food magazine were
baited with sucrose pellets. Animals subsequently learned to
make a nose-poke response in an illuminated aperture within
5 s to obtain reward, as per 5CSRT training (Winstanley
et al, 2003; Winstanley et al, 2010), before learning to
respond on the left and right levers (see Supplementary
Methods). Animals were then trained on a forced-choice
variant of the rCET (55–60 sessions) before the full free-
choice paradigm (see Supplementary Methods).

The rCET

Figure 1 depicts the rCET in schematic form. In all, 20 rats
were trained to perform this task in two consecutive groups
(group 1: n¼ 12; group 2: n¼ 8). At the outset, the levers
were permanently designated to initiate either low-effort/
low-reward (LR) or high-effort/high-reward (HR) trials, and
these designations were evenly counterbalanced across
subjects.
Animals were required to nose poke at the food tray when

the light inside was illuminated, thus initiating a trial and
extending the levers. If one of the levers was pressed,
thereby setting the trial as either LR or HR, both levers
would retract and a 5-s inter-trial interval (ITI) would
begin. Following the ITI, one of the five stimulus lights
would be briefly illuminated, with a stimulus duration (SD)
of 1.0 s for a LR trial and 0.2 s for a HR trial. Nose-poke
responses in the illuminated hole led to a sugar rewardF
one pellet for a LR trial and two pellets for a HR
trialFaccompanied by illumination of the tray light and
the opportunity to start the next trial.
There were a number of ways in which a trial went

unrewarded: if animals failed to make a lever response within
10 s (a choice omission); if animals nose poked during the
ITI (a premature response); if animals nose poked in any
aperture other than the one that was illuminated (an
incorrect response); and if animals failed to nose poke at the
array within 5 s after stimulus light illumination (a response
omission). All such behaviors were punished with a 5-s
time-out period, signaled by illumination of the house light,
during which reward could not be earned and new trials
could not be initiated. At the end of this time-out period,
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the tray light was illuminated to signal that the rat could
begin the next trial.
Animals were trained 5 days per week in 30-min sessions

of no fixed trial number. Training continued until a stable
level of baseline performance was observed (19–25 sessions).

The Yoked Control Task

In order to determine whether choice in the rCET was
driven by the allocation of cognitive effort or sensitivity to
differential rates of reinforcement, a second cohort (n¼ 20)
was trained to perform a control task in which the
reinforcement probabilities on both the LR and HR trials
depended on a master animal’s performance on the rCET.
The average accuracy on LR and HR trials was calculated
for each rat performing the rCET at baseline, and these
accuracies were used to determine the reward schedule for a
yoked control rat. The structure of the control task was
identical to that of the rCET, with the exception that the
stimulus light remained illuminated until the rat made a
response.
As in the rCET, rats were trained to perform the yoked

control task in two consecutive groups (group 1: n¼ 12;
group 2: n¼ 8). The habituation and pre-training phases for
the control task were identical to those used for the rCET.
The animals were then placed on a forced choice variant of
the yoked control task for 10 sessions, wherein only one
of the two levers extended per trial, before moving onto the
free choice version. Control sessions lasted 30min. Training
continued until a stable level of baseline performance was
observed (29–35 sessions).

Behavioral Measurements

Percent choice, rather than the absolute number of choices,
was used to determine preference for lever/trial type in
order to minimize the influence of variation in the number
of trials completed when analyzing differences in choice
preference. Percent choice was calculated as follows: (number
of choices of a particular lever/number of total choices)�
100. The following variables were also analyzed separately
for LR and HR trials: accuracy ((number of correct responses/

number of total responses made)� 100); response omissions
((number of trials omitted/number of correct, incorrect and
omitted trials)� 100); premature responses ((number of
premature responses/total number of trials initiated)� 100);
latency to choose between the LR/HR levers (lever choice
latency), latency to correctly nose poke in the illuminated
aperture (correct latency), and latency to collect reward
(collection latency). Failures to choose a lever at the
beginning of a trial (choice omissions) and the total number
of trials completed were also analyzed.

Pharmacological Challenges

Once stable baseline behavior had been established, drugs were
administered in the following order: amphetamine (0, 0.3, 0.6,
1.0mg/kg; Sun et al, 2012), ethanol (0, 0.3, 0.6, 1.0 g/kg;
Bizarro et al, 2003), and caffeine (0, 5, 10, 20mg/kg;
Bizarro et al, 2004). d-amphetamine sulfate was purchased
under a Health Canada exemption from Sigma-Aldrich, UK
(Dorset, England), caffeine was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Canada (Oakville, ON, Canada), and ethyl alcohol
was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Edmonton, AB, Canada).
All drugs were administered via intraperitoneal injection.
Amphetamine and caffeine were dissolved in 0.9% sterile
saline and administered in a volume of 1ml/kg, and alcohol
was delivered as a 20% (w/v) solution. Animals were given a
minimum of 1 week drug-free testing between compounds
to minimize any carryover effects.
All drugs were prepared fresh daily, and administration

adhered to a digram-balanced Latin Square design (for
doses A–D: ABCD, BDAC, CABD, DCBA (p 329, Cardinal
and Aitken, 2006)). The injection schedule followed a 3-day
cycle starting with a baseline session, followed by a drug or
saline injection session, and then by a non-testing day.
Injections were administered 10min before behavioral
testing for amphetamine and caffeine, and 30min before
behavioral testing for ethanol.

Acute and Chronic Satiation

Following 1 week of drug-free testing, half of the animals
were given unlimited access to food for 2 h before testing

levers extend:
choose lever/
trial difficulty

5s ITI

stimulus on
(LR: 1.0s,
HR: 0.2s) correct

incorrect
response

response omissionchoice omission

reward delivered
(LR: 1 pellet,
HR: 2 pellets)

5s time out:
houselight on

no lever
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nosepoke in
any hole

nosepoke in
lit hole

nosepoke in
unlit hole

no response
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traylight on:
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram showing the trial structure of the rCET. The task began with illumination of the tray light. A nose-poke response in the food
tray extinguished the tray light, commencing a new trial and extending the levers. These levers were permanently designated to initiate either low-effort/LR
or high-effort/HR trials. If one of the two levers was pressed, the levers retracted and a 5-s ITI would begin. Following the ITI, one of five stimulus lights would
be briefly illuminated: 1.0 s for a LR trial and 0.2 s for a HR trial. A nose-poke response in the illuminated hole (ie, correct response) led to a sugar
rewardFone pellet for a LR trial and two pellets for a HR trialFand the tray light would illuminate, indicating the opportunity to start the subsequent trial.
A number of behaviors led to a 5-s time-out, signaled by house-light illumination: failure to make a lever response (choice omission); failure to withhold
responding during the ITI (premature response); nose poke in an unlit hole following the stimulus (incorrect response); failure to make a nose-poke response
following the stimulus (response omission).
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(acute satiation (AS)). The other half of the animals was
tested under food restriction (FR) as per usual. A non-testing
day and baseline (ie, FR) session followed. During the next
testing day, the other half of the animals underwent AS before
testing whereas the first half remained FR. Immediately
after this second session of AS, free feeding began for all
animals, wherein food was provided ad libitum. Two non-
testing days were followed by five daily sessions during this
chronic satiation (CS) period.

Data Analysis

All data were analyzed in SPSS (version 16.0; SPSS/IBM,
Chicago, IL, USA). Any variables expressed as a percentage
were arcsine transformed to minimize artificial ceiling
effects (Winstanley et al, 2003; Zeeb et al, 2009). Baseline
data were analyzed using within-subjects repeated-measures
ANOVA with choice (two levels: LR or HR) and session (five
levels: baseline sessions 1–5) as repeated measures factors.
Animals’ baseline behavior was deemed stable if there was
no main effect of session for all recorded measurements.
One animal failed to establish stable behavior and was thus
removed from the analyses, as was its control counterpart.
Once behavior had stabilized, the mean choice of the HR
option was 70–71%. Animals were thus grouped as ‘workers’ if
they chose HR for 470% of trials (n¼ 11) and as ‘slackers’
if they chose HR forp70% of trials (n¼ 8). Group (two levels:
worker or slacker) was therefore used as a between-subjects
factor in all analyses. Groups proved remarkably stable
across the experiment: at baseline, all saline conditions for
drug challenges, and FR during satiation manipulation,
workers chose a significantly greater percentage of HR trials
(group: all F’s48.93, all po0.008). Additionally, each animal’s
baseline and CS sessions were divided into quartiles, with
equal numbers of trials in each quartile, and HR choice was
examined across the session using Quartile (four levels:
Q1–Q4) as a repeated-measures factor.
The effects of pharmacological challenges and satiation

were again analyzed using within-subjects repeated-measures
ANOVA. For drug challenges, dose (four levels: saline plus
three drug doses) and choice were included as repeated-
measures factors, with group as a between-subjects factor.
For satiation, condition (three levels: FR, AS, or CS) and
choice were within-subjects factors, whereas group was a
between-subjects factor. Any main effects of significance
(po0.05) were further analyzed via post-hoc one-way ANOVA
or paired-samples t-tests between vehicle and drug, or
workers and slackers. Any p-values 40.05 but o0.075 were
reported as a statistical trend.

RESULTS

Baseline Performance of the rCET

Choice behavior, accuracy, and premature responses.
When considered as a homogenous group, animals chose
high-effort/HR trials more than low-effort/LR trials (choice:
F1,17¼ 82.06, po0.001), although there was clearly a continuum
of individual variation across the cohort. When the animals
were divided into two groups depending on whether they
were above or below the mean choice of the HR option (see
materials and methods), individuals above the mean

(‘workers’) chose HR trials significantly more than indivi-
duals below the mean (‘slackers’) (Figure 2a; group: F1,17¼
27.94, po0.001). When the session was divided by quartiles
of equal trial number, all animals chose more HR trials as
the session progressed (Supplementary Figure S1; quartile:
F3,51¼ 22.84, po0.001; quartile � group: F3,51¼ 2.94, NS).
All animals were significantly more accurate for LR trials
than for HR trials (Figure 2b; choice: F1,17¼ 167.28, po0.001),
regardless of whether they were workers or slackers
(choice� group: F1,17¼ 0.20, NS). However, both workers
and slackers performed equally well on LR and HR trials
(group: F1,17¼ 0.18, NS) despite workers choosing HR trials
more often, suggesting that preference for the HR trials was
not driven solely by attentional ability. Premature respond-
ing was higher during HR vs LR trials (Figure 2c; choice:
F1,17¼ 16.97, p¼ 0.001), but there were no significant differ-
ences in premature responding between workers and slackers
(choice� group: F1,17¼ 0.15, NS; group: F1,17¼ 2.33, NS).

Other behavioral measures. Animals took the same amount
of time to choose LR trials as they did for HR trials (choice:
F1,17¼ 1.27, NS), and there were no significant differences in
this lever choice latency for workers vs slackers (choice�
group: F1,17¼ 0.56, NS; group: F1,17¼ 1.77, NS; see Supple-
mentary Table S1). Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the shorter
SD, animals were quicker to perform a correct response at
the array during HR trials as compared with LR trials (choice:
F1,17¼ 20.96, po0.001) but this did not differ between workers
and slackers (choice� group: F1,17¼ 0.60, NS; group:
F1,17¼ 0.02, NS). Animals were quicker to collect reward
on successful HR trials than for successful LR trials (choice:
F1,17¼ 5.55, p¼ 0.031; choice� group: F1,17¼ 0.63, NS).
However, a main effect of group was observed on this
measure (group: F1,17¼ 4.84, p¼ 0.042) and a closer exami-
nation showed that only slackers were faster to collect their
reward on HR trials (choice-slackers only: F1,7¼ 6.59,
p¼ 0.037; -workers only: F1,10¼ 1.16, NS). Furthermore,
workers and slackers collected equally fast on LR trials
(group-LR trials only: F1,17¼ 2.52, NS) but slackers collected
faster for HR trials as compared with workers (group-HR
trials only: F1,17¼ 5.62, p¼ 0.030). Altogether, these data
suggest that slackers anticipated a larger reward following
successful completion of more difficult (HR) trials, but still
chose fewer of these trials than their worker counterparts.
Both groups of rats made the same percentage of nose-poke
response omissions for both LR and HR trials (choice:
F1,17¼ 0.01, NS; choice� group: F1,17¼ 0.01, NS; group:
F1,17¼ 0.10, NS), the same number of choice omissions
(group: F1,17¼ 1.18, NS), and completed the same number
of trials per session (group: F1,17o0.01, NS).

Effect of d-Amphetamine Administration on
Performance of the rCET

Choice behavior, accuracy, and premature responses.
Amphetamine differentially affected preference for HR trials
in workers and slackers (Figure 3a and Supplementary
Figure S2; dose: F3,51¼ 0.94, NS; dose � group: F3,51¼ 3.76,
p¼ 0.016). Workers chose significantly more HR trials than
slackers when saline or 0.3mg/kg amphetamine was admi-
nistered (groupFsaline: F1,17¼ 66.22, po0.001; �0.3mg/kg:
F1,17¼ 14.03, p¼ 0.002) but choice behavior for workers and
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slackers was indistinguishable after 0.6 and 1.0mg/kg
(group �0.6mg/kg: F1,17¼ 2.70, NS; �1.0mg/kg: F1,17¼
0.056, NS), as the preference for HR trials decreased in
workers and increased in slackers. Amphetamine also had
some minor effects on accuracy of target detection (Figure 3b),
slightly decreasing workers’ accuracy on HR trials at 0.6mg/
kg (choice� dose � group: F3,51¼ 4.84, p¼ 0.005; workers
onlyFchoice� dose: F3,30¼ 2.68, p¼ 0.065; doseFHR
trials only: F3,30¼ 4.97, p¼ 0.026; saline vs 0.6mg/kg:
F1,10¼ 6.16, p¼ 0.032). Amphetamine also tended to affect
accuracy in slackers (slackers onlyFdose� choice: F3,21¼
3.07, p¼ 0.050), but when slackers’ LR and HR trials were
considered independently, no effects on accuracy were
observed (all F’s o2.365, NS). In keeping with previous
reports, amphetamine dose-dependently increased prema-
ture responding in all animals (Figure 3c; dose: F3,51¼ 5.55,
p¼ 0.008; group: F3,51¼ 0.69, NS).

Other behavioral measures. Amphetamine had no effect on
any response or reward collection latencies (all F’s o2.29,
NS) but dose-dependently increased the number of choice
omissions (dose: F3,51¼ 7.81, po0.001) and decreased the
number of completed trials (dose: F3,51¼ 6.65, p¼ 0.001; see
Supplementary Table S2). Response omissions were differ-
entially affected by amphetamine (dose: F3,51¼ 1.90, NS;
dose � choice: F3,51¼ 4.87, p¼ 0.012): the intermediate
dose increased nose-poke omissions for HR trials whereas
the highest dose decreased response omissions for LR trials
(doseFLR trials only: F3,51¼ 2.97, p¼ 0.065; saline vs

1.0mg/kg: F1,17¼ 9.26, p¼ 0.007; HR trials only: F3,51¼
3.13, p¼ 0.058; saline vs 0.6mg/kg: F1,17¼ 7.32, p¼ 0.015)
These effects were not related to animals’ classification as
workers or slackers (dose � group/dose � choice � group:
all F’s o0.88, NS).

Effect of Ethanol Administration on Performance
of the rCET

Choice behavior, accuracy, and premature responses.
Ethanol had no effects on choice behavior, accuracy, or pre-
mature responses in either workers or slackers (Figure 3d–f;
all F’s o1.81, NS).

Other behavioral measures. There was a trend for ethanol
to dose-dependently speed lever choice latency regardless of
which choice the animals made or their relative preference
for HR trials (dose: F3,51¼ 3.00, p¼ 0.066;. dose� choice:
F3,51¼ 0.68, NS; group: F3,51¼ 0.43, NS; see Supplementary
Table S3). Ethanol also dose-dependently decreased the
correct latency for HR trials in all rats (dose� choice:
F3,51¼ 3.93, p¼ 0.013; doseFHR trials only: F3,51¼ 3.32,
p¼ 0.027; saline vs 0.6 g/kg: F1,17¼ 4.60, p¼ 0.047). Ethanol
had no effect on collection latency (dose: F3,51¼ 0.81, NS) or
choice omissions (dose: F3,51¼ 3.13, NS) but decreased
response omissions for LR trials (dose � choice: F3,51¼
6.92, p¼ 0.006; LR trials only: F3,51¼ 3.60, p¼ 0.020; saline
vs 0.3 g/kg: F1,17¼ 5.62, p¼ 0.030; saline vs 0.6 g/kg: F1,17¼
5.21, p¼ 0.036; doseFHR trials only: F3,51¼ 2.32, NS) and

Figure 2 Baseline behavior on the rCET and control task. (a) All animals showed a preference for high-effort/HR trials (choice: po0.001), but there was
considerable individual variation in choice: animals above the mean for HR choice (‘workers’) chose HR trials significantly more than animals below the mean
(‘slackers’; group: po0.001). (b) Despite differences in choice, workers and slackers performed equally well on both low-effort/LR and HR trials. Accuracy
was significantly lower for HR vs LR trials (choice: po0.001). (c) All animals exhibited greater premature responding for HR vs LR trials (choice: p¼ 0.001),
and no significant differences between workers and slackers were observed for this measure of motor impulsivity. (d) When cognitive effort costs
were removed and control animals were yoked to experimental animals’ rates of reinforcement (ie, accuracy), control animals preferred the normatively
favorable HR trials (choice: po0.001). Unlike the rCET, however, no significant differences in choice were observed for yoked–workers vs yoked–slackers.
(e) All control animals were nominally more accurate for LR vs HR trials (choice: p¼ 0.048), although accuracy was above 97% for both trial types. (f) For all
control animals, premature responding was higher for HR vs LR trials (choice: p¼ 0.017). Data are shown as the mean percent choice for each
option (±SEM).
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increased the number of trials completed (dose: F3,51¼ 3.81,
p¼ 0.015; saline vs 0.6mg/kg: F1,17¼ 7.27, p¼ 0.015). The
classification of animals as workers or slackers did not
significantly interact with the effects of ethanol for any
recorded measures (dose� group/dose� choice� group: all
F’s o2.54, NS).

Effect of Caffeine Administration on Performance
of the rCET

Choice behavior, accuracy, and premature responses.
When considered as a homogenous group, caffeine had no
main effect on choice behavior (dose: F3,51¼ 2.24, NS),
although group differences in choice remained (group:
F1,17¼ 10.30, p¼ 0.005). Subsequent inspection of the
reaction to caffeine in each group revealed that the higher
doses of caffeine decreased choice of HR trials in workers
(Figure 3g; workers onlyFdose: F3,30¼ 4.70, p¼ 0.008;
saline vs 10mg/kg: F1,10¼ 6.56, p¼ 0.028; saline vs 20mg/kg:

F1,10¼ 4.69, p¼ 0.056). In contrast, the drug had no
effect on choice behavior in slackers (slackers onlyFdose:
F3,21¼ 0.01, NS). Caffeine had no effects on accuracy in
either group (Figure 3h; dose: F3,51¼ 1.16, NS; dose � group:
F3,51¼ 0.35, NS) but dose-dependently increased premature
responding (Figure 3i; dose: F3,51¼ 3.26, p¼ 0.029). This
effect tended to be more evident in slackers (dose � group:
F3,51¼ 2.51, p¼ 0.069; doseFworkers only: F3,30¼ 2.43, NS;
slackers only: F3,21¼ 7.06, p¼ 0.033; dose � choice: F3,21¼
7.52, p¼ 0.001). In this group, the increase in impulsive
responding was also most evident during LR trials (choice �
dose: F3,21¼ 7.52, p¼ 0.001; doseFLR trials only: F3,21¼
7.18, p¼ 0.002; HR trials: F3,21¼ 2.74, p¼ 0.069).

Other behavioral measures. Caffeine significantly speeded
up choice of the LR option, without affecting the time
taken to choose the HR lever (dose: F3,51¼ 3.13, p¼ 0.034;
dose� choice: F3,51¼ 3.70, p¼ 0.017; doseFHR trials only:
F3,51¼ 0.95, NS; LR trials only: F3,51¼ 4.49, p¼ 0.007;

Figure 3 Pharmacological manipulation of cognitive effort is dissociated from visuospatial attention and motor impulsivity. (a) d-amphetamine significantly
attenuated the heterogeneity of choice behavior, making workers ‘slack off’ and slackers ‘work harder’ (dose � group: p¼ 0.016). Choice behavior for
workers and slackers was significantly different at saline and 0.3mg/kg (group: all po0.002) but indistinguishable after 0.6 and 1.0mg/kg. (b) Although mild
impairments of accuracy were observed for workers’ high-effort/HR trials at 0.6mg/kg (p¼ 0.032), amphetamine had no main effect on accuracy for all
animals. (c) Despite amphetamine’s opposing effects on the choice behavior of workers and slackers, the psychostimulant significantly increased motor
impulsivity for all animals in both trial types (dose: p¼ 0.008). (d–f) Ethanol had no effects on choice, accuracy, or premature responding for all animals.
(g) Caffeine reduced workers’ choice of HR trials (dose: p¼ 0.008) but had no effect on slackers’ choice behavior. (h) Caffeine had no effects on accuracy for
all animals. (i) Caffeine modestly increased premature responding for all animals when both trial types were considered together (dose: p¼ 0.029). Data are
shown as the mean percent choice for each option (±SEM).
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saline vs 5mg/kg: F1,17¼ 11.37, p¼ 0.004; saline vs 20mg/kg:
F1,17¼ 12.16, p¼ 0.003; see Supplementary Table S4). In
contrast, caffeine had no effect on either the correct latency,
collection latency, or choice omissions (all F’s o1.90, NS),
but tended to increase response omissions for both trial
types (dose: F3,51¼ 2.57, p¼ 0.064) and decreased the
number of trials completed (dose: F3,51¼ 5.14, p¼ 0.004;
saline vs 20mg/kg: F1,17¼ 6.34, p¼ 0.022). No signifi-
cant interactions with group were observed in any of
these analyses (dose� group/dose� choice� group: all F’s
o2.06, NS).

Effect of Satiation on Performance of the rCET

Choice behavior, accuracy, and premature responses.
Satiation significantly decreased the choice of HR trials
for all animals, regardless of whether they were workers or
slackers (Figure 5a; condition: F2,34¼ 13.58, po0.001; con-
dition � group: F2,34¼ 1.52, NS). As compared with FR,
choice of HR trials was significantly lower at CS but not for
AS (conditionFFR vs CS: F1,17¼ 29.08, po0.001; FR vs AS:
F1,17¼ 2.97, NS). Similarly, animals chose HR trials signi-
ficantly less for CS than for AS (conditionFAS vs CS: F1,17¼
11.10, p¼ 0.004). However, workers and slackers maintained
their categorical distinction, with workers choosing HR
trials significantly more than slackers (group: F1,17¼ 11.52,
p¼ 0.003). Additionally, CS eliminated the progressive increase
of HR trials across the session (quartile: F3,51¼ 1.79, NS).
Satiation decreased accuracy across all animals and trial
types (Figure 5b; condition: F2,34¼ 15.68, po0.001; con-
dition� group: F2,34¼ 0.82, NS; choice� condition: F2,34¼
0.20, NS), but did not affect premature responding
(Figure 5c; condition: F2,34¼ 2.39, NS; condition� group:
F2,34¼ 0.27, NS).

Other behavioral measures. All response and collection
latencies were increased by satiation (condition: all F’s
46.04, all po0.006; see Supplementary Table S5). Although
correct latency was increased for both trial types (con-
ditionFLR trials only: F2,34¼ 15.98, po0.001; HR trials
only: F2,34¼ 9.03, p¼ 0.002), this latency was longer for LR
vs HR trials at AS (LR vs HR, AS: t¼ 2.89, d.f.¼ 18, p¼
0.010) and CS (LR vs HR, CS: t¼ 2.94,d.f.¼ 18, p¼ 0.009)
but not at FR (LR vs HR, FR: t¼ 1.08, d.f.¼ 18, NS).
Satiation increased choice omissions (condition: F2,34¼ 5.75,

p¼ 0.007), increased response omissions (condition:
F2,34¼ 62.58, po0.001), and decreased the number of com-
pleted trials (condition: F2,34¼ 89.43, po0.001) for all animals.
No interaction with group was observed for any of the
above recorded measures (condition� group/condition�
choice� group: all F’s o1.56, NS).

Baseline Performance of the Control Task

Choice behavior, accuracy, and premature responses.
When considered as a homogenous group, control animals
chose lower-probability/HR trials more than higher-prob-
ability/LR trials (Figure 2d; choice: F1,17¼ 41.20, po0.001).
There was no significant difference between the choice
behavior of animals yoked to workers (yoked–workers) and
those yoked to slackers (yoked–slackers; group: F1,17¼ 2.06,
NS). In contrast to rCET animals, control animals showed
only a trend to select fewer HR trials at the beginning and
ending of the session (quartile: F3,51¼ 2.93, p¼ 0.074;
quartile� group: F3,51¼ 0.05, NS). Animals were nominally
more accurate for LR vs HR trials (Figure 2e; choice:
F1,17¼ 4.56, p¼ 0.048) although all accuracies fell between
97 and 98.5% for the control task. There was no difference
in accuracy between yoked–workers and yoked–slackers
(group: F1,17¼ 0.02, NS). Premature responding was higher
during HR trials as compared with LR trials, regardless of
animals’ yoked groups (Figure 2f; choice: F1,17¼ 6.97, p¼
0.017; choice� group: F1,17¼ 0.65, NS; group: F1,17¼ 0.01, NS).

Other behavioral measures. Lever choice latency and
reward collection latency were shorter for HR vs LR trials
(choice: all F’s 45.16, all po0.036; see Supplementary
Table S6). All latencies, choice omissions, and completed
trials were the same for both yoked–workers and yoked–
slackers (group/choice� group: all F’s o1.83, NS).

Effect of d-Amphetamine Administration on
Performance of the Control Task

Choice behavior, accuracy, and premature responses.
Amphetamine dose-dependently decreased choice of HR
trials for all control animals, regardless of yoked grouping
(Figure 4a; dose: F3,51¼ 3.12, p¼ 0.034; doseFsaline vs
1.0mg/kg: F1,17¼ 4.93, p¼ 0.040; dose� group: F3,51¼
1.77, NS). Amphetamine caused a modest but significant

Figure 4 Pharmacological manipulation of choice behavior on the control task. (a) Amphetamine decreased choice of lower-probability/HR trials for all
animals on the yoked control task, where effort costs were removed (dose: p¼ 0.034; saline vs 1.0mg/kg: p¼ 0.040). (b) Ethanol caused a modest decrease
in the choice of HR trials when all control animals were considered together (dose: p¼ 0.052; saline vs 1.0 g/kg: p¼ 0.010). (c) Caffeine had no effects on
choice in the control task. Data are shown as the mean percent choice for each option (±SEM).
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decrease in accuracy of the control task, from 98 to 95%, but
there were no significant group effects (dose: F3,51¼ 6.92,
p¼ 0.004; dose� group: F3,51¼ 3.16, p¼ 0.059; group:
F1,17¼ 0.04, NS). Unsurprisingly, control animals also exhi-
bited a dose-dependent increase in premature responding
during amphetamine administration, unrelated to animals’
yoked groups (dose: F3,51¼ 10.90, po0.001; dose� group:
F3,51¼ 0.20, NS; group: F1,17¼ 0.11, NS).

Other behavioral measures. Amphetamine had no effects
on response or collection latencies, choice omissions, or
completed trials for control animals (all F’s o2.81, NS; see
Supplementary Table S7).

Effect of Ethanol Administration on Performance
of the Control Task

Choice behavior, accuracy, and premature responses.
Ethanol tended to reduce choice of HR trials for all control
animals, especially at the highest dose (Figure 4b; dose:
F3,51¼ 2.75, p¼ 0.052; doseFsaline vs 1.0 g/kg: F1,17¼ 8.29,
p¼ 0.010). Ethanol had no effects on accuracy and pre-
mature responding for control animals and no group
interactions were observed for any of the above measures
(all F’s o1.55, NS).

Other behavioral measures. In all animals, ethanol reduced
the latency to choose the LR lever but had no effect on the
HR option (dose: F3,51¼ 4.31, p¼ 0.022; choice� dose:
F3,51¼ 4.41, p¼ 0.008; doseFLR trials only: F3,51¼ 5.42,
p¼ 0.003; saline vs 0.3 g/kg: F1,17¼ 8.38, p¼ 0.010; HR trials
only: F3,51¼ 1.68, NS; Supplementary Table S8). Ethanol did
not affect the correct response latency for control animals
(dose: F3,51¼ 0.72, NS; choice� dose: F3,51¼ 0.71, NS) but

increased the latency to collect reward for all trial types
(dose: F3,51¼ 3.22, p¼ 0.030; choice� dose: F3,51¼ 2.35,
NS). Ethanol did not affect choice omissions (dose: F3,51¼
0.95, NS) but tended to dose-dependently decrease the
number of completed trials (dose: F3,51¼ 2.65, p¼ 0.059).
No interactions with yoked grouping were observed for the
above measures (dose� group/dose� choice� group: all
F’s o2.41, NS).

Effect of Caffeine Administration on Performance
of the Control Task

Choice behavior, accuracy, and premature responses.
Caffeine had no effects on the choice behavior and accuracy
of control animals (Figure 4c; dose/dose � choice: all F’s
o2.19, NS). Caffeine dose-dependently increased premature
responding during both trial types (dose: F3,51¼ 3.30,
p¼ 0.028; dose � choice: F3,51¼ 3.61, p¼ 0.020; doseFLR
trials only: F3,51¼ 2.89, p¼ 0.045; saline vs 20mg/kg: F1,17¼
5.84, p¼ 0.028; HR trials only: F3,51¼ 4.00, 0.013; �5mg/kg:
F1,16¼ 7.24, p¼ 0.016; �10mg/kg: F1,16¼ 5.76, p¼ 0.029). No
yoked group interactions were observed (all F’s o0.42, NS).

Other behavioral measures. Caffeine had no effect on
response or collection latencies, choice omissions, or com-
pleted trials, and no group interactions were observed (all
F’s o2.02, NS; see Supplementary Table S9).

Effect of Satiation on Performance of the Control Task

Choice behavior, accuracy, and premature responses.
Satiation progressively decreased choice of HR trials across
all control animals (Figure 5d; condition: F2,34¼ 11.38, po0.001;
condition � group: F2,34¼ 0.14, NS; conditionFFR vs

Figure 5 Satiation decreases motivation on the rCET. (a) Satiation (AS and CS) reduced choice of high-effort/HR trials on the rCET, as compared with
FR, for both workers and slackers (condition: po0.001; FR vs CS: po0.001; AS vs CS: p¼ 0.004). (b) This decrease in choice of HR trials was accompanied
by general impairments in accuracy on the rCET (condition: po0.001). (c) Motor impulsivity was not affected by satiety. (d) In the control task, where
cognitive effort costs were eliminated, all yoked animals also reduced choice of the lower probability HR trials in response to satiation (condition: po0.001).
(e and f) Satiety had no effect on accuracy or premature responding on the control task. Data are shown as the mean percent choice for each option
(±SEM).
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AS: F1,17¼ 4.76, p¼ 0.044; FR vs CS: F1,17¼ 17.21, p¼ 0.001;
AS vs CS: F1,17¼ 9.42, p¼ 0.007). Yoked–workers and yoked–
slackers remained indistinguishable in their choice behavior
(group: F1,17¼ 2.10, NS). Satiation had no effect on accuracy or
premature responding for control animals (Figure 5e and f; all
F’s o1.57, NS).

Other behavioral measurements. Satiation increased all
response and collection latencies for control animals
(condition: all F’s 419.64, all po0.001; see Supplementary
Table S10). Lever choice latency and reward collection
latency increased for both LR and HR trials (all F’s 45.41,
all po0.020). There was also a significant condition by
yoked–group interaction for lever choice latency but further
analysis showed significant slowing for both yoked–workers
and yoked–slackers (condition� group: F2,34¼ 3.81,
p¼ 0.036; yoked–workers only: F2,20¼ 51.47, po0.001;
yoked–slackers only: F2,14¼ 28.27, po0.001). Satiation also
increased the number of choice omissions (condition:
F2,34¼ 24.70, po0.001; FR vs AS: F1,17¼ 24.37, po0.001;
FR vs CS: F1,17¼ 81.81, po0.001) and decreased the number
of trials completed by control animals (condition: F2,34¼
111.49, po0.001; FR vs AS: F1,17¼ 55.56, po0.001; FR vs
CS: F1,17¼ 236.40, po0.001; AS vs CS: F1,17¼ 52.79,
po0.001). For all measures except lever choice latency, no
yoked group effects or interactions were observed (all
F’s o1.83, NS).

Cognitive Effort vs Control Animals: Comparison
of Choice Behavior

Baseline choice behavior of cognitive effort and control
animals was directly compared. There was a significant
difference in choice between the two tasks, and a group by
task interaction indicated that the worker/slacker distinc-
tion did not hold for control animals (task: F1,34¼ 5.09,
p¼ 0.031; group� task: F1,34¼ 11.78, p¼ 0.002). There was
no difference between the choice behavior of workers and
yoked–workers but yoked–slackers chose HR trials sig-
nificantly more than slackers (taskFworkers vs yoked–
workers: F1,20¼ 0.97, NS; slackers vs yoked–slackers: F1,14¼
11.43, p¼ 0.004). Taken together, these data suggest that the
differences between the two tasks (ie, the cognitive effort
component) may in part underlie the differences in choice
behavior of experimental and control animals.

DISCUSSION

Here we show for the first time that rats are sensitive to
cognitive effort when making decisions. Similar to human
subjects (McGuire and Botvinick, 2010), considerable indi-
vidual variation in choice was observed when rats chose
between a cognitively easy, LR trial and a cognitively
difficult, HR trial on a cost/benefit decision-making task.
‘Workers’ chose HR trials significantly more than their
‘slacker’ counterparts, and these choice preferences also
influenced the effects of amphetamine and caffeine: workers
‘slacked off’ in response to both of these stimulants, whereas
slackers ‘worked harder’ under amphetamine, though not
when given caffeine. Baseline individual differences can
likewise determine the impact of stimulants on decision-

making behavior in human subjects (Anderson and Revelle,
1994; Revelle et al, 1980; White et al, 2007), hence our model
could be useful for exploring the biological basis of these
drug effects. Finally, we demonstrated that choice of the
more difficult option was sensitive to changes in reward
value, as satiation decreased choice of HR trials.
Given that the chances of receiving reward on both easy

and hard trials varied according to the animals’ accuracy,
one important consideration was the degree to which effort
costs, rather than reward probability, influenced decision
making. The performance of a yoked control group
demonstrated that choice behavior on the rCET could not
be sufficiently explained by probability of reinforcement for
LR and HR trials: control animals were yoked to the same
reinforcement probabilities as master rats performing the
rCET, but their choice preferences were significantly
different. In particular, whereas all yoked–workers and
yoked–slackers greatly preferred HR to LR trials, slackers
chose significantly fewer HR trials than workers on the
rCET, despite equal probabilities of reinforcement. Addi-
tionally, both amphetamine and ethanol decreased choice of
HR trials for all control animals, shifting to the higher
probability but lower reward option; in contrast, amphet-
amine had opposing effects on workers and slackers and
ethanol had no effects on choice in the rCET. As the rCET
and control tasks differed only in the cognitive effort
component (or lack thereof), it is reasonable to infer that
animals’ behavior on the rCET was critically influenced by
the effort costs.
Manipulating satiety levels led to a decrease in choice of

HR trials in all animals. The corresponding increased
latencies, decreased accuracy, and decreased number of
completed trials suggest that the previously food-restricted
animals were less motivated for sugar reward following free
access to food. This universal decline in performance has
also been observed in animals performing a two-choice
reaction task, following their switch from FR to free feeding
(Nakamura and Kurasawa, 2001). In animals performing
a physical effort discounting task, AS after FR led to
decreased choice of HR trials and decreased motor activity
(Floresco et al, 2008b), similar to the rCET; however, there
was no difference between choice behavior during FR and
CS, unlike in the present study. This is likely because of the
much greater number of trials completed in the rCET,
which may make the task more sensitive to satiety manipu-
lations. Taken together, the satiation data suggest that the
performance of the rCET continues to be goal directed even
after extensive training, and that the degree to which rats
are willing to exert cognitive effort does depend somewhat
on the value of the reward for which they are working.
It is worth noting that all experimental and control rats

preferred the HR option at baseline, and did not appear to
follow strict matching law (Herrnstein, 1970). However,
with a mean probability of reinforcement well above chance
for HR trials, this was the normatively favorable choice for
all animals. It is, therefore, perhaps surprising that slackers
chose the low-effort/LR option twice as often as workers
on the cognitive effort task. A number of interpretations
can be discredited. As slackers and workers exhibited equal
accuracy, differences in attentional performance cannot
account for the variation in choice. Similarly, the ability to
sustain attention across the 30-min session cannot account
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for differences in choice: slackers did not decrease choice of
HR trials across the session, but rather all animals increased
their HR choice as the session progressed. Workers and
slackers also did not differ in levels of motivation or motor
impulsivity, as measured by completed trials or premature
responding, respectively. It is also unlikely that slackers
failed to understand the consequences of lever/trial-type
choice at the beginning of each trial, as slackers demon-
strated a higher level of premature responding and shorter
response latencies on HR vs LR trials, identical to workers.
This pattern of data suggests some anticipation that the SD
would be shorter on HR trials, eliciting a more rapid
response. Another suggestion is that slackers were indiffer-
ent to the variation in reward magnitude between LR and
HR trials, but this too is unlikely as slackers collected
reward faster following HR vs LR trials, and were also
quicker to do so than workers on HR trials.
Two hypotheses remain that could explain why slackers

chose more LR trials than workers. The first is that slackers
may be more sensitive to the probability of reward or
punishment. On decision-making tasks involving risk or
ambiguity, amphetamine challenge has been shown to shift
choice preference in favor of smaller rewards delivered with
a higher probability, even at a normative cost across the
session (Mitchell et al, 2011; Zeeb et al, 2009), in effect
increasing animals’ sensitivity to reward/punishment prob-
ability (but see St Onge et al, 2010). Workers and all control
animals demonstrated a similar response to amphetamine,
increasing choice of the higher accuracy/probability LR
trials. However, slackers shifted their preference away from
LR trials following amphetamine administration, demon-
strating an increased tolerance to lower probabilities of
reinforcement. Therefore, it seems unlikely that slackers are
more sensitive to reward/punishment probability at base-
line, as arguably amphetamine should then have exacer-
bated this pattern of choice or perhaps failed to alter
decision making in these animals because of a floor effect.
A second interpretation is that slackers may simply be

more sensitive to the higher cognitive effort costs that
accompany HR trials. This possibility is supported by at
least one functional imaging study of humans performing a
cognitive switching task (McGuire and Botvinick, 2010),
wherein ‘high-avoidant’ individuals felt a greater subjective
cost for the high-effort trials. These individuals also showed
greater activation of brain regions related to the effort costs
in this task and subsequently chose fewer high-effort trials.
Although slackers may experience a greater sense of effort,
akin to the high-avoidant participants (McGuire and Botvinick,
2010), it may also be that workers are employing different
cognitive strategies to reduce effort costs while maintaining
sufficient levels of accuracy (Shah and Oppenheimer, 2008).
Moreover, this difference in strategic approach may explain
why amphetamine and caffeine caused disparate effects on
choice in workers vs slackers, while simultaneously affecting
impulsivity and motivation in a similar manner for all
animals.
Indeed, the pharmacological manipulations in this study

support a dissociation between cognitive effort, visuospatial
attention, impulsivity, and motivation for reward. Amphet-
amine and caffeine increased premature responding, a
well-validated measure of impulsive action, while leaving
accuracy on the task intact; this parallels previous reports in

which amphetamine or caffeine administration increased
impulsivity without affecting visuospatial attention on the
5CSRT (Cole and Robbins, 1987; Higgins et al, 2007; Paterson
et al, 2011). Similarly, ethanol invigorated behavior on the
rCET, as measured by decreased latencies and increased
number of completed trials, but did not affect choice
behavior; this increased motivation corresponds well with
both the effects of ethanol administration reported in a two-
choice reaction task (Givens, 1997), and with the lack of
effects on accuracy or premature responding using similar
doses on the 5CSRT (Bizarro et al, 2003). In the present
study’s control task, where differences in effort costs were
removed, ethanol decreased choice of the lower probability
(HR) trials, and this is in line with rats’ decreased choice of
risky options in a probability-discounting task following
ethanol administration (Mitchell et al, 2011). These latter
findings support the suggestion that effort and probability
discounting may be dissociated at the pharmacological
level, a conclusion that is further emphasized by the differ-
ential impact of stimulants on the choice behavior of
slackers vs yoked–slackers. Altogether, these data demon-
strate that the psychomotor effects of these drugs can be
separated from their effects on decision making, as has been
previously postulated (Floresco et al, 2008b), and that
choice based on cognitive effort may be somewhat unique in
its neurochemical regulation.
The adenosine receptor antagonist caffeine decreased

choice of HR trials in workers but did not affect decision
making in slackers or control animals. Adenosine A2A and
dopamine D2 receptors are colocalized within the striatum
(Fink et al, 1992) and can have opposing effects on neuronal
function (Ongini and Fredholm, 1996), which may in part
explain why caffeine and amphetamine displayed some
overlapping effects. Although A2A receptor antagonists have
recently been reported to attenuate decrements in physical
effort caused by the D2 antagonist haloperidol (Collins et al,
2012), other findings indicated that A2A agonists have a
distinct behavioral profile from D2 antagonists on lever
pressing (Jones-Cage et al, 2012). In combination with the
unaffected choice behavior of control animals under caffeine,
this suggests that caffeine’s effects were due to changes in
arousal or allocation of attention rather than motivational
processes per se. Although striatal A2A receptors have been
implicated in the arousing effects of caffeine (Huang et al,
2005; Lazarus et al, 2011), adenosine A1 and A2A receptor-
mediated acetylcholine efflux in the cortex may also underlie
this arousal (Van Dort et al, 2009). Attentional performance
on the 5CSRT is sensitive to cholinergic manipulation
(Chudasama et al, 2004; Dalley et al, 2004; McGaughy et al,
2002), and in contrast to amphetamine and caffeine from
the present study, acute administration of the acetylcholine
agonist nicotine can actually improve performance on
the 5CSRT (Bizarro et al, 2004; Stolerman et al, 2009).
Furthermore, increases in cortical cholinergic tone accom-
pany sustained attention in rats (Passetti et al, 2000), and
effort-reducing strategies decrease this acetylcholine efflux,
as measured by microdialysis (Dalley et al, 2001; Himmel-
heber et al, 2000). At least one human study has demon-
strated that caffeine can impair visuospatial orientation
whereas leaving other aspects of attention intact (Brunye
et al, 2010). As such, caffeine-mediated increases in cortical
acetylcholine may have artificially inflated the sense of
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attentional effort in the current task, driving HR-preferring
workers toward the easier LR trials while leaving slackers
and control animals unaffected.
Differences between the present rCET data and previous

physical effort literature also provide evidence that effort
may not be a unitary construct. Physical effort studies have
highlighted the importance of dopaminergic outputs from
the ventral tegmental area in signaling effort costs, and
disruptions to midbrain dopamine signaling will shift
animals’ behavior toward options with lower effort require-
ments (Cousins et al, 1994; Salamone et al, 2007; Salamone
et al, 1994). Conversely, systemic amphetamine (0.7mg/kg)
increased animals’ preference to scale a barrier for greater
reward in a T-maze task (Bardgett et al, 2009). Dopaminergic
antagonists counteracted these effects, suggesting that
amphetamine’s actions on this physical effort task were
mediated in part via dopamine (Bardgett et al, 2009).
Similarly, the general dopamine antagonist flupenthixol
shifted animals’ choice away from HR trials on the operant
effort-discounting task, which requires animals to press the
HR lever a greater number of times for a larger reward
(Floresco et al, 2008b). However, in contrast to the t-maze
task, low doses of amphetamine increased choice of the
high-effort option whereas a higher dose (0.5mg/kg)
decreased choice of HR trials (Floresco et al, 2008b). As
to why somewhat divergent effects of amphetamine are
observed on the two physical effort paradigms, it is worth
noting that disruptions of dopamine exert a greater
influence on tasks that have higher physical work require-
ments (Salamone et al, 2007). As such, the physical costs of
scaling a large barrier in a t-maze may be greater than
pressing an operant lever multiple times, hence the greater
impairments on the maze-based task. Moreover, this could
also explain why we found no main effect of amphetamine
on choice for the cognitive effort task when the animals
were considered as a homogenous sample: the physical
effort required for the rCET is very low and equal for LR vs
HR trials, and thus minimally affected by dopaminergic
manipulations. Consequently, amphetamine’s actions on
choice behavior in the rCET may not be primarily
dopamine dependent, but perhaps because of amphet-
amine’s effect on other catecholamines, acetylcholine, or the
downstream targets of these neuromodulators. Experiments
designed to explore this proposal are currently underway.
This theme of overlapping-yet-distinct neurochemistry

may also extend to neurocircuitry when considering
cognitive vs physical effort. A substantial body of literature
implicates regions within the cortico-limbic-striatal loop in
decision-making based on physical effort requirements,
including the nucleus accumbens (Cousins et al, 1996;
Salamone et al, 1994), anterior cingulate cortex (Rudebeck
et al, 2006; Walton et al, 2003), and basolateral amygdala
(Floresco and Ghods-Sharifi, 2007b; Ghods-Sharifi et al,
2009). Lesions or inactivations of these regions shift
animals’ choice behavior away from high-effort options.
Although some functional imaging studies of cognitive
effort have shown overlap with these regions (Botvinick
et al, 2009), others have shown associations with lateral
prefrontal cortex and superior parietal lobule (McGuire and
Botvinick, 2010), regions involved in executive control and
visuospatial attention, respectively (Cavanna and Trimble,
2006; Miller and Cohen, 2001). A number of studies have

also emphasized concurrent or globally synchronized
activity across the brain for higher cognitive effort (Barnes
et al, 2009; Kitzbichler et al, 2011). From a theoretical
perspective, the currency of the costs associated with each
task (ie, physical/motor vs cognitive/attentional) may account
for some distinct regional activity within the brain. Future
experiments will determine whether inactivation of brain
regions previously implicated in physical effort likewise
effect decisions based on cognitive effort. Furthermore,
comparing cognitive vs physical effort choice behavior in
the same animal cohort will also help to determine the
degree of shared or discrete components in these two forms
of effort.
In summary, the data presented here demonstrate that

rats can discriminate between two options that vary in the
amount of cognitive effort required, and that stable baseline
differences are observed in terms of the degree of preference
for more effortful trials. This choice behavior can be phar-
macologically manipulated without impairing task perfor-
mance and appears to be independent of other cognitive
processes such as impulsivity. Furthermore, drugs may
have opposing effects on choice behavior for ‘workers’ vs
‘slackers’, perhaps indicating that these two groups are
using different strategies when performing the task, which
could result in different patterns of neural activation. The
rCET may therefore offer insights into the underlying
neurobiology of individual differences in effortful choice; in
turn, such research may suggest novel therapeutic targets
for the many disorders that are associated with impairments
in effort-based decision making.
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